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Love is Not Rude        May 24, 2020 

6 of 11 in the series Love Is       1 Corinthians 13:5a 

 

 

How can I possibly preach an entire sermon on rudeness? 

 

That was the question on my mind when I started the process of preparing for this 

message. 

 

We’re continuing to unpack the Bible’s famous love chapter—1 Corinthians 13. In the 

centre of that poetic chapter, the Apostle Paul breaks down, phrase-by-phrase, what 

authentic, Christ-like agape love looks like, as well as what it does not look like. 

 

So far in this series, we’ve seen that love is patient and kind; that it is not envious, boastful 

or proud. Today, we come to Paul’s next statement: 

 

Love is not… rude.1 

 

The original Greek word for rude that Paul uses here only shows up two times in the New 

Testament—in this verse, and in one other verse earlier in 1 Corinthians. 

 

How am I going to build a full sermon around one word that only shows up twice in the 

entire New Testament? This is going to be challenging, I thought. And I wondered, how 

important is the issue of rudeness, really, if it only gets a couple of quick mentions in a 

single book of the Bible? 

 

But as I began to study the subject, it didn’t take long for two important insights about 

rudeness to become very apparent. Let’s dive right in and explore those insights together, 

because they have surprisingly significant implications for our relationship with Jesus, and 

for our daily life and witness as his followers. 

 

The first insight is that: 

 

1. Rudeness is a much bigger deal than you may think.  

 

Even though it only gets a couple of mentions, you’ll begin to understand why it’s such a big 

deal when you dig into what the Bible means by rudeness. 

 

                                                           
1 1 Corinthians 13:4b, 5a (NLT) 
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It has to do with acting toward others in a way that is unbecoming, inconsiderate, or 

dismissive. 

 

The New International Version of the Bible translates the word this way: 

 

It does not dishonour others.2 

 

So when we behave rudely, we’re dishonouring other people. 

 

Our English word, rude, comes from the Latin rudus, which means unworked or 

uncultivated— kind of like a jagged stone before it’s been polished smooth, or a rough 

piece of wood before it’s been sanded. 

 

So you might say that someone who is rude is socially or relationally rough-around-the 

edges. 

 

But it’s more than just that. Because when Paul says “love is not rude” he’s not talking 

about unintentional social mistakes or innocent breaches of etiquette. He’s not referring to 

people who have a certain personality type. And he’s definitely not talking about those who 

have disabilities or mental health challenges that make it extra difficult for them to 

navigate social situations and relationships. 

 

Instead, Paul would say that you’re rude when you don’t care how your rough edges make 

other people feel. To put it another way, rudeness comes down to having disregard for 

others. 

 

My son Matthew has a high school classmate who works in a convenience store just 

around the corner from our house. One night a few weeks ago, Matthew was shocked to 

see this classmate of his on the CTV nightly news. 

 

Maybe you saw the report.3 Back on April 21st, this young man was working as a cashier at 

this convenience store. He politely asked a customer to take a step back from the counter 

and to kindly stand at the spot that had been marked on the floor for the sake of proper 

physical distancing. 

 

                                                           
2 1 Corinthians 13:5a (NIV) 
3 https://toronto.ctvnews.ca/man-who-allegedly-told-store-clerk-he-hoped-he-got-coronavirus-and-coughed-on-
coins-charged-1.4905263 
 

https://toronto.ctvnews.ca/man-who-allegedly-told-store-clerk-he-hoped-he-got-coronavirus-and-coughed-on-coins-charged-1.4905263
https://toronto.ctvnews.ca/man-who-allegedly-told-store-clerk-he-hoped-he-got-coronavirus-and-coughed-on-coins-charged-1.4905263
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Well, apparently the customer took offense at this, because in response, he deliberately 

coughed on his handful of change, threw the change onto the counter, and laughed as he 

left the store shouting, “I hope you get coronavirus!” 

 

True story, unfortunately, and a glaring example of rudeness – of behaving in a way that 

shows total disregard for someone else. 

 

Of course, rudeness isn’t usually so in-your-face as that. But whether it’s subtle, blatant, or 

somewhere in between, rudeness basically amounts to saying: 

 

I don’t care what you think; I don’t care how you feel; you don’t really matter. 

 

Rudeness is treating others like they don’t matter. 

 

So sure, it only gets mentioned twice in the New Testament, but when you start to 

understand the nature of rudeness, it quickly becomes clear that it’s no small concern. To 

have a problem with rudeness is to have a big problem. 

 

Need more convincing? Well, a little review of the opening verses of 1 Corinthians 13 

should drive the point home.4  Because in those verses, Paul says the only thing that gives 

value to anything we believe, say, or do, is love— Christ-like agape love for the sake of 

others. 

 

Remember? Life minus love equals zero. If we don’t get love right, there’s nothing else 

worth getting right. 

 

And agape love always ascribes worth to others. That’s what Jesus did for you and me 

when he died on the cross to save us from our sins. The Son of God laid down his infinitely 

worthy life for our sake, so do you know what that makes us? It makes us people of infinite 

worth, because in Jesus, God paid an infinite price for our redemption. That’s how much 

you and I are worth to God! 

 

And as the Bible says in 1 John: 

 

He himself is the sacrifice that atones for our sins—and [listen to this] not only our 

sins but the sins of all the world.5 

 

                                                           
4 See 1 Corinthians 13:1-3 
5 1 John 2:2 (NLT) 
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Jesus is the atoning sacrifice for the sins of all the world? Why, that includes everybody, 

doesn’t it? Do you know what that means? It means that to God, every person you’ll ever 

meet was worth Jesus dying for. And if that’s the case, then every person you’ll ever meet 

has infinite worth. 

 

Indeed, the heart of our mission as followers of Jesus is to agree with God that every 

human being— no matter how rough around the edges— has infinite worth, and then to 

affirm that worth in the way we think about, treat, and relate to others. It’s what agape love 

is all about. 

  

Which is precisely what makes the problem of rudeness such a big deal. Because how can 

you begin to affirm another person’s worth if you don’t even have basic consideration—

basic regard— for that person? How can you begin agree with God that someone has 

infinite worth when you think and behave as if that person doesn’t matter? 

 

Life minus love equals zero and love… is not rude. Indeed, rudeness is an indicator that 

our love for others is diminished. It’s a sign that there’s an underlying condition in our 

hearts that’s blocking the flow of Jesus love’ in and through us. 

 

So rudeness is a big deal. Therefore, we need to become aware of its presence in our lives 

so we can repent of it, and surrender it to God. But this raises a question. How can you 

recognize the presence of rudeness in your life? Let’s talk about that in our second insight: 

 

2. Rudeness comes in different forms. 

 

Consider whether any of the following forms of rudeness show up in your life every now 

and then. 

 

Sometimes, rudeness flows from an attitude of superiority – from a heart of pride, like 

Pastor Andrew talked about last Sunday. There’s an old saying that goes: 

 

You can spot a gentleman not by the way he addresses the king, but by the way he 

addresses his servants.6 

 

In other words, do you see all people as people of worth regardless of their status, and 

treat them accordingly? Or do you show regard to some, but not to others? 

 

                                                           
6 As quoted in D.A. Carson, Showing the Spirit: A Theological Exposition of 1 Corinthians 12-14, p. 62. 
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Here’s a more modern take on the same concept: Let’s say you’re super respectful—maybe 

even deferential— toward your boss. But you’re harsh and rude toward your server at a 

restaurant. 

 

Anyone who’s ever waited tables can tell stories about being treated rudely by customers. 

In a service profession like that, it goes with the territory, unfortunately. 

 

Why do so many people treat their bosses one way, and their restaurant servers another? 

 

Maybe it’s because you know your boss is above you in the pecking order, and you realize 

that how you treat her has implications for your career. You treat your boss respectfully 

because there’s something in it for you. 

 

But maybe you see yourself as a cut above your server, and take that as a license to treat 

him rudely and give him a lousy tip when your dining experience doesn’t live up to your 

expectations. 

 

Maybe the restaurant was extra busy, maybe they were short-staffed, maybe your server 

had a brutal day, but you don’t care about any of that. Because your attitude of superiority 

makes you feel entitled, and a sense of entitlement almost always leads to rudeness—that 

form of rudeness which basically says, “I’m more important than you are, so I can act any 

way I want.” 

 

Another form of rudeness is thoughtlessness. You see, rude people don’t always think 

they’re better than others. Often, they simply don’t think of others at all. 

 

One example of this can be found in a marriage where one partner habitually makes plans 

or purchases without consulting the other. Such thoughtless disregard can be very painful 

for the spouse on the receiving end of the rudeness. 

 

Or imagine there’s a line of people waiting to get into Costco—a very common sight these 

days— and someone cuts the line and manages to get into the store ahead of everyone 

else, thinking only of himself and his busy schedule. Such behaviour treats others as if they 

don’t matter—as if they don’t even exist. Such behaviour only considers self and takes no 

thought for anyone else. 

 

There’s one more form of rudeness I’d like to note. Rudeness isn’t always about making 

yourself out to be more important than someone else. Nor is it always about 

thoughtlessness. It can also be about intentionally putting someone down in the eyes of 

others. 
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This is probably the most damaging form rudeness can take. 

 

Such put-downs often happen in families – and are surely happening all the more these 

days, as families get on each other’s nerves being all cooped up together as many are. I 

wonder if God would convict any of you this very moment about the way you put down 

people in your family. 

 

Such put-downs also happen in schools. They happen in workplaces. But these days, 

arguably, they happen on social media most of all. 

 

A recent article in Psychology Today points to studies that show how the social remoteness 

of being online tends to lower people’s inhibitions. This emboldens them to publicly vent 

and put others down online far more readily, far more often, and far more harshly than 

they ever would in an in-person setting. 

 

And since most people are on social media these days, guess what? We’re all getting 

exposed to far more rudeness than ever before. So much so, says the article, that, 

“Rudeness has become our new normal.” 

 

And here’s what’s dangerous about that. Rudeness is contagious. The article explains, as 

follows: 

 

Rudeness spreads like a cold. Even witnessing rudeness is enough for us to become 

infected, psychologically, and for us to carry it with us after that… [and pass it on to 

others]. Rudeness is almost like a neurotoxin… it affects the way we think, act, and 

feel… When we take into account that social media has potentially doubled the 

exposure of rudeness for us, we can begin to comprehend just the type of epidemic 

we are faced with.7 

 

So COVID-19 isn’t the only epidemic around these days. There’s also an epidemic of 

rudeness. 

 

But love… is not rude. So what does look like to love well in an age of epidemic rudeness? 

In a word, it looks like Jesus, whose life and ministry is the ultimate embodiment of agape 

love. 

 

                                                           
7 https://www.psychologytoday.com/ca/blog/the-gen-y-psy/201802/is-social-media-making-us-ruder  

https://www.psychologytoday.com/ca/blog/the-gen-y-psy/201802/is-social-media-making-us-ruder
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Bible scholar Craig Blomberg says you could quite rightly substitute the word “Jesus” for the 

word “love” throughout 1 Corinthians 13:4-7: 

 

Jesus is patient and kind. Jesus does not envy. Jesus is not boastful or proud. Jesus is not 

rude… 

 

Indeed, when you look at the life of Jesus, you’ll never see him looking down on others. He 

never was thoughtless. And even though he sometimes had to speak hard truth to certain 

people, he always did so in love. He never put others down in order to raise himself up. 

Instead, he always stooped down in order to raise others up. 

 

Jesus didn’t treat the so-called important people one way and the so-called unimportant 

people another. If anything, Jesus flipped the script on this, because the people you’d think 

he’d want to impress—the religious leaders, the wealthy, the influential—he often 

challenged and confronted. But Jesus had tremendous regard for those society deemed to 

be inconsequential or unimportant. 

 

For example, once, the disciples tried to keep kids away from Jesus, because in the first 

century, people didn’t think kids mattered. But Jesus said, bring ‘em on!8 

 

Whereas the religious leaders stayed away from sinners like prostitutes and tax collectors, 

Jesus treated them with dignity and love, and this led many to leave their life of sin and 

turn to God.9 

 

One day Jesus left Jericho and a huge crowed followed him as he made his way toward 

Jerusalem. Soon people would be waving palm branches and shouting “Hosanna!” to 

welcome him as king.10 

 

Jesus’ popularity had reached its pinnacle, and as the crowd followed him out of Jericho, it 

was almost like a parade. 

 

And there were these two blind beggars sitting on the roadside, along the parade route, so 

to speak.  When they find out that Jesus is about to pass by, they start crying out for him at 

the top of their lungs, “Lord, Son of David, have mercy on us!” But the crowd tells them to 

shut up. “You’re ruining the parade. Jesus is important, you know. Just who do you think 

you are?” 

                                                           
8 See Matthew 19:13-16; Mark 10:13-16; Luke 18:15-17 
9 For examples of this, see Luke 7:36-50; 19:1-9. See also Matthew 21:31b-32. 
10 See Matthew 20:29-34. 
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The crowd treated the beggars like they didn’t matter. 

 

But what does Jesus do? He stops… and ministers to them. Why? Because he sees in them 

the infinite worth of two precious persons created in God’s very image, and treats them 

accordingly. Jesus stops his own parade for two blind beggars… and do you know what 

else? 

 

He stops the parade for you. 

 

And he stops the parade for me. 

 

You may think you’re a nobody, but to Jesus, you’re everything. He’s never ruled you out, 

and he never will. He shows no partiality. None at all. 

 

You see, rudeness amounts to a bogus attempt to prop up your sense of self-worth by 

devaluing others in one form or another. But when you know that you’re everything to 

Jesus, you’ll be far less inclined to be rude toward others in some vain and fleeting attempt 

to prop up your sense of self-worth. 

 

When you realize and focus on and live into and out of the fact that in Jesus, you already 

have all the love your heart will ever need, you’ll become freer and freer to love others 

without concern about what’s in it for you, or how you may or may not be perceived or 

treated. 

 

With that in mind, let’s wrap this message up with a few applications—some takeaways. 

 

The first takeaway is what we’ve just been talking about – live into and out of Jesus’ love 

for you. This is absolutely fundamental. 

 

It’s so important to realize that in our passage, Paul is not giving us some kind “thou shalt 

not be rude” statement. He’s not wagging his finger at us and saying, “Hey, behave 

yourselves. Don’t be rude.” 

 

When Paul says “love is not rude” he’s telling us that rudeness is a signal that we’re not 

walking in the Lord’s love as fully as we need to be. The remedy for that isn’t to try harder 

to be less rude, but to fix our eyes on Jesus and his love for us, as well as his love for 

everyone else. It’s an invitation from God to fill up on his love for us in Christ, so that his 

love can fill us anew, satisfy our hearts, and then flow from us to bless others. 
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To help you with that, on the screen (cornerstonechurch.ca/establishmusic) you’ll see a 

link for a specially curated Spotify playlist with lots of great worship music that can help you 

soak in your identity as a beloved child of God:. 

 

The second takeaway is to pray the “blessing prayer”. 

 

Rudeness is essentially treating others like they don’t matter, whereas the call to love 

involves agreeing with God that every person you encounter—even an enemy— was worth 

Jesus dying for, and therefore has infinite worth. 

 

Here’s a breath prayer you can use along these lines as many times as you need to during 

the day. It’s called “the blessing prayer” and it a means of receiving God’s grace to keep 

rudeness at bay in your life: 

 

God, I agree with you that this person has infinite worth, and I pray your blessing on 

him/her in Jesus’ name. 

 

You may want to write that down on a little card and carry it with you for handy reference 

until you’ve committed it to heart. 

 

Here’s the last takeaway, and it has to do with the issue of rudeness and social media that 

we touched on earlier: Before you complain or vent about someone on social media, 

pray for that person. 

 

It’s sad to see that some of the ruder social media posts out there these days come from 

people who profess to follow Jesus. And while I’m grateful that I see very little of this kind of 

thing coming from Cornerstone folks, all too often Christians have been quick to vilify and 

harshly put down those who have different views—especially on social media. 

 

How well does that square with what the Bible says in 1 Peter? 

 

Instead, you must worship Christ as Lord of your life. And if someone asks about 

your hope as a believer, always be ready to explain it. But do this in a gentle and 

respectful way. Keep your conscience clear. Then if people speak against you, they 

will be ashamed when they see what a good life you live because you belong to 

Christ.11 

 

When Christians rudely vent on social media, it hinders our witness in the world.  

                                                           
11 1 Peter 3:15-16 (NLT) 
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So if you’re ever tempted to vent about someone else on social media, pray for that person 

before you post. The blessing prayer is a good one to pray. I’m willing to bet that if you pray 

before you post, chances are, you’ll decide not to post at all. 

 

And if someone else’s rudeness on social media offends you, don’t get into a comment 

battle, okay? Because that only tends to multiply rudeness. Let’s avoid that trap of 

returning rudeness for rudeness. 

 

For some of us, putting boundaries around our use of social media is probably a wise thing 

to consider. It’s a great tool which can and should be used for God and for good. But it can 

also an environment where we get a lot of exposure to rudeness, which can be contagious. 

So consider limiting your social media use. 

 

We’re the people of God. We’re called to be radical lovers of God and of people, after the 

pattern Jesus has set for us, and love is not rude. Let’s refuse to contribute to the spread of 

rudeness epidemic in this world, for the sake of God’s kingdom, honour, and glory. Amen? 

 

Well, I guess there turned out to be plenty to say in a sermon about rudeness after all! God 

bless you this week as you put some of the things we’ve learned today into practice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


